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Project Work 
Subject Topics 

English. I  1. Write any one of the following essays ( in 200 words )and stick 

pictures related to your thoughts.  

a) My favourite sport 

           OR 

b) Pollution. 

 

2. i)Write a short story of 10 lines based  on gender. 

ii) Underline the  pairs with same colour crayon/ sketch pen.  

iii)Then stick pictures of those pairs you have mentioned in your 

story. 

English -II 1.Find the games ( any 8) invented in India, stick pictures and 

write 10 lines on each expressing every details about it.  

2. Write summary of the poem Malala and stick pictures related to 

her achievements. 

Hindi -I Subah ki sair hamare swasthya per sakaratmak prabhav dalti hai . 

Iss  kathan ke aadhar per chitra sahit apne vichar likhiye.  

Hindi -II Himalaya aur Ham Kavita ko chitra sahit likhiye tatha kavita ka 

artha  bhi spastha kijiye. 

Mathematics 1. Basic Geometry(line). 

2. Operations on Whole Numbers. 

Q1. Define a Line. Classify the different types with one example 

each. 

(Note : Draw the angles. Refer the chapter Basic Geometry.) 

Q2. Write the properties of multiplication and Division and explain 

with the help of an example. 

i) Find the minimum and maximum number of digits in the sum of 

any two four digit numbers. 

ii) How many 5 digit numbers are there in all ? 

iii) The product of least 3 digit and greatest 3 digit number which 

can be formed with the digits 0 , 9 , 8 is..... 

Sanskrit 1. Decline the word   'बबबब'  in all the cases. 

2. Write 1 to 50 number names in Sanskrit. 

History & 

Civics 

1. Make a Project on the features of the Indus  Valley civilisation. 

2. Find and write any 15 words from the chapter (Indus Valley)  

and explain their meaning. 

Geography 1.Different types of Maps (paste relevant pictures)  

2.Explain various Elements of a Map(paste relevant pictures). 

Physics 1)Write the properties of matter and classify the objects present in 

your surrounding under the  category of solids,liquids and 

gas.(any 10 objects) 

2) Write about any 5 physicist and their contribution with pictures. 



Chemistry  1.Write about any two Indian scientist,  also stick photograph of 

them. 

2.make a list of 10 things from  daily life and categories them as 

solid ,liquid or gases giving reason. 

Biology 1. Write short notes on insectivorous plants. Draw diagrams from 

book.  

2. Differentiate between simple leaf and compound leaf with 

example. 

Computer 1. Write about Generations of Computers. 

2. Explain. 

     a. Micro Computer. 

     b. Mini Computer. 

     c. Mainframe Computer. 

     d. Super Computer. 

Moral Science 1. Collect few information from the newspaper with pictures about 

how people are rendering service for the society during this 

pandemic and express the value hidden in it in one word 

2. Write an incident which you experienced during the corona 

period and got a lesson from it in 5 to 8 lines. 

G.Knowledge  1.Write about any two sports person of your choice. 

2. Write about any two monuments that has got historical 

importance. 

 

 


